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2,302,932
CACULATING MACH NE
Harold T. Avery, Oakland, Calif., assignor to
Marchant Calculating Machine Company, a
corporation of California

Application May 26, 1934, Serial No. 727,709, now
'Patent No. 2,256,799, dated September 23, 1941,
which is a division of application Serial No.

550,855, July 15, 1931, now Patent No. 2,014,013,
dated September 10, 1935. Divided and this
application June 30, 1941, Serial No. 400,378
17 Claims, (C. 235-63)
This invention relates to calculating machines shiftable carriage supports the accumulator reg
and the like capable of performing different types

of calculations, such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division, and has particular
reference to means for controlling the operation
of the actuating mechanism and the carriage
shifting mechanism of a machine of this type.
The general object of the present invention is
to reduce the number of manual operations re
quired to condition a calculating machine to per

form a calculation.

Another object is to render a calculating ma
chine of the above type less susceptible to mal

adjustment by the operator.
Another object is to automatically control a
Carriage Shifting mechanism in accordance with
the type of calculation performed by the machine.
Another object is to automatically control op
eration of the carriage shifting mechanism dur
ing the performance of one type of calculation
and to automatically render such control ineffec
tive during the performance of a different type of

calculation.

Another object is to control a calculating ma
chine to arrest operation thereof upon comple
tion of a Single cycle during an addition or sub

traction calculation and to automatically render
this control ineffective during a different type of
calculation.
Another object is to automatically effect both

multicyclic operation and shifting of the carriage
of a Calculating machine during division per

formances regardless of previous adjustments of

the machine.

ister for movement relative to the actuating
mechanism therefor, the invention may also be
useful in calculating machines wherein the ac

cumulator register is held stationary and the ac
tuating mechanism is shiftable relative thereto.
With a calculating machine embodying the
present invention, it is possible to reduce the
amount of manipulation on the part of the op
O erator in conditioning the machine for a problen
and to reduce the possibility of erroneous adjust
ment of the machine preparatory to Operation
thereof. Thus, if the machine is set in accord
ance with the preferred procedure in addition
s or subtraction problems to limit actuation to a
single cycle and to prevent an automatic carriage
shift subsequent to autuation, manipulation of
the division controls to effect division will auto

matically condition the machine for multicyclic

operation, as well as to effect an automatic car
riage shift in the direction required in perform

ing the division operation.
Further, in accordance with the present inven
tion, a settable "non-shift' key is provided which
25 may be set to prevent an automatic carriage shift
during multiplication, as may be desired in the
performance of certain problems, while means
are also provided to invariably Cause an auto
matic carriage shift during division regardless
of the setting of the non-shift key.
Further examples of the advantages and fea
tures of the present invention, as well as the
manner in which the above and other objects of
the invention are accomplished, will be readily
seen on reference to the following specification
when read in conjunction with the accompany

The present application is a division of the
copending Avery application Serial Number
727,709, filed May twenty-sixth, 1934, and since
ing drawings, wherein:
matured into Patent Number 2,256,799, issued on
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section from the left,
September 23rd, 1941, and the Avery et al. appli
cation Serial Number 550,855, filed July fifteenth, 4. showing drive and power control mechansms.
Figure 2 is a longitudinal section from the ,
1931, and since matured into Patent Number right,
showing the plus and minus bar structures.
2,014,013, issued on September tenth, 1935, and
Figure 3 is a lateral section from the rear,
the invention is disclosed in connection with a
machine of the general type disclosed in Patent
showing the reverse mechanism and the auto
Number 1,643,710 issued to C. M. Friden on Sep
matic
division control therefor.
tember twenty-Seventh, 1927.
Figure 4 is a section taken on line 4-4 of Fig
Reference may be had to the above patents for
ure 3, showing a mechanism for preventing a
reversing operation in half cycle position.
a complete disclosure of mechanisms of the pres
ent calculating machine which are not specifical
A Figure 5 is a lateral section from the front
ly disclosed herein. It is to be understood, how 50,'showing the autornatic carriage shifting mecha
ever, that the invention is not to be regarded as A. nism.
limited in application to the type of machine or
Figures 6, 6A, and 7 are details of the shift
mechanism set forth in the above mentioned
clutch control.
patents. For example, although the invention
Figure 8 is an assembly view of the clearing

is shown as applied to a machine in which a 55 and shift control.

2
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one arm a foot f T adapted, when the actuator is
appropriately positioned aperture in the clutch
housing 2, to engage the tail of the pawl

Figure 9 is a detail of the clear and shift key
interlocking mechanism.
Figure 10 is a longitudinal Section of the auto
matic multiplier unit showing the automatic shift

in full Cycle position, to project through an

and urge it to clutch disengaging position. A

control.

Figure 10A is a plan view of the add key releas
ing mechanism and a portion of the automatic
division control means.

-

Figure 11 is a section from the left showing the
automatic division control lever and associated
mechanism.

O

Figure 12 is a section showing certain of the

rotation.

division controls.

Means are provided for operating the bell crank
5 to engage the actuator for the number of
rotations requisite to perform a desired calcula
tion, and pin 9 is provided on the forward end
of the bell crank for this purpose. Pin il 9 is

Figures 13 to 16 are details of portions of the

mechanism shown in Figure 12.

Figure 17 is an elevation of the automatic car
riage shifting mechanism.
Figure 18 is a plan view of details of the auto
natic carriage shifting mechanism.
Figures 19 and 20 are also details of the auto
matic carriage shifting mechanism.
Figures 21 and 22 are diagrammatic views
showing the drive gear trains to the various

Spring 8, tensioned between a stud on the ma
chine base and the opposite arm of the bell crank
5, tends to urge the foot 7 into disengaging
position, so that in the absence of intervention
by other instrumentalities, the actuator will be
brought to rest with the clutch in disengaged
position when it reaches full cycle position after a

engaged by the notched rear end of the control

20

link 2 which is pivoted at its forward end to
control plate 20, and normally held in position

mechanisms.

Actuator, accumulator, and counter
The calculating machine embodying the pres

ent invention comprises a reversible rotary actu
ator 300 (Figure 3) and a plurality of keys which,
upon depression thereof, introduce into Said actu
ator values corresponding to the numerals delin

25

30

ing counter-clockwise oscillation to the clutch

eated theleon, and the rotation of Said actuator
serves to transfer these values to the numeral

wheels of the accumulating register 400 (Fig

ure 5) to effect the calculating operation. For

the purpose of making direct action of the

35

selected values on the numeral wheel of highest

posed in parallel displaceable relation to the axis

Fixed to the clutch housing ff0 (Figure 3) for

of the actuator.

rotation there with, is a sleeve 30 journaled in an

The machine is also provided with a

ary counting register 375 (Figure 5) so arranged

intermediate wall of the machine, and journaled
upon this sleeve adjacent the clutch housing are
two gears 3 and 32. On their contiguous faces,
these gears are provided with annular flanges
f33, each of which is provided with two opposite
ly disposed seats of different depth designed to
receive pin 34 fixed in shifting shaft 35, and
adapted to engage said seats through oppositely

that
it will count the number of rotations of the
actuator in any denominational order positively
or negatively.
Each of these registering mechanism is pro

vided with suitable tens transfer means, as dis
closed in the above-Inentioned Fridéa Patent
1,643,710, and other associated mechanisfns which
50

greSSeS.

disposed orifices in the sleeve 30. A shifting

of the pin 34, then, by means of the shaft 35,
causes One or the other of the two gears to be
engaged for drive by the clutch housing. One
of these gears includes an intermediate idler 3A
in its driving train to the actuator which the
other omits, and they therefore serve to drive the

Drie Control

In the present einbodiment the driving mecha
nism comprises an electric motor which is con
nected to the drive shaft OO (Figure 1) by
appropriate reducing gearing, and is adapted to
be intermittently connected to the calculating
mechanism to drive the Same.

The means whereby the drive is connected to
the calculating mechanism includes a clutch fo,
the driving member of which is a toothed wheel

Operating bell crank 5, permitting engagement
of the driving pawl 3 for the period that such
adjustment is maintained. Means whereby the
plus and minus keys accomplish this end will be
described hereinafter.
Reversing gearing

order possible, the accumulating register is dis

will be described in full as the specification pro

Overlying the pin 9 by Spring 22 tensioned
between the shaft 23 and an intermediate point
on the control link. Control plate 20 is fixed to
shaft 23 journaled in the machine and com
prises a forward vertical portion 20B adapted to
COOperate with the plus key and a rearward in
clined portion f2OA adapted to cooperate with
the minus key. Operation of either of these keys
Serves to impart a counter-clockwise oscillation
to control plate 20. This imparts correspond

60

fixed on one end of the drive shaft OO. En

closing the toothed wheel
is a circular hous
ing 2 which constitutes the driven member of 85
the clutch, and pivoted within this housing, in a
position to engage the toothed wheel , is a
driving pawl 3. This pawl is normally pressed
into engagement with the toothed wheel by
means of the inset compression Spring f4, but it
is adapted to be maintained in its non-engaging
position by means of the clutch control mecha
nism. The clutch control mechanism comprises
a bell crank member f5 journaled on the stud
shaft 6 on the machine frame, and carrying on 75

actuator in opposite directions as shown diagram
matically in Figure 22. This portion of the mech
anism is fully disclosed in the patent to Friden
Number 1,682,901 dated September fourth, 1928.
In Figure 3, the pin 34 is shown so positioned
as to drive the actuator in the additive direction

into which position it is normally urged by the
Spring 226 (Figure 2) supporting the minus bar.
Means are provided for shifting the shaft 35
(Figure 3) to carry the pin into engagement with
the negative driving gear 32. This means is

made resilient so that its control may be super

Seded by other controls operative in automatic di
Vision operations as will be hereinafter set forth.
The shaft 35 carries a collar 40 which is en
closed by Slidable sleeve 4 which also encloses
a compression Spring 42, one end of which bears
against the collar 40 and the other end of which

bears against one end of the sleeve 4 , thus main

2,802,982
3
by means of a pin and slot connection 22. The
end of said sleeve. The shifting fork shown in
stem of this key carries a pin 222 which extends
Friden Patent Number 1,643,710 engages this col

taining the collar in engagement with the other

through an opening in the intermediate plate and
overlies the upper arm of a bell crank 223 pivoted
at 224 to said intermediate frame 2 O (Figure 2)

lar 4 as shown at 43 and lateral motion there

of tends to shift the shaft 35 and its pin 34 into
engagement with either of the two driving gears
selectively.
A study of the Friden Patent Number 1,682,901

on the opposite side thereof from said key. The

will reveal that the pin shift reversing mecha

nism described can be shifted in full and half

10

key 220 is urged to its elevated positions by means
of a spring 220B (Figure 1) cooperating with a
pin 220A on the stem of said key. The upper arm
of said bell crank 223 is provided with a roller

cycle position, and since an accidental shift in 225 which abuts the rearward inclined portion
half cycle position, caused by depression of the
20A of the control plate 20 and which is adapted
minus key during a problem in automatic division,
upon depression of the key to rock the plate in a
is undesirable, means have been provided where
direction, thereby effecting en
by a shift in half cycle position is rendered im 5 counter-clockwise
gagement of the main clutch. The lower arm of
possible. This is accomplished by provision of a
said bell crank is connected by a link 227 with a
radial flange 60 (Figures 3 and 4) which is fixed
Worm cam which controls the reversing gear as
to the shaft f35 and adapted to rotate therewith. fully disclosed in the aforementioned patent to
This flange is provided with a wide slot 60A which,
Friden Number 1,643,710. Depression of the key
while the shaft 35 is in full cycle position, is in 20 220, therefore, in addition to effecting engage
radial alignment with a depending tooth 62A
ment of the drive, operates the reversing gear to
of a bracket 62. This bracket 62 is rigidly se reverse the direction of the drive. To prevent
cured to the shaft 6 which is merely a support
concurrent depression of the plus and minus keys,
ing bar between the frames of the machine. The
an interlock is provided comprising a bar 230
relative position of the radial flange 60 and the
(Figure 2) pivoted on the intermediate plate be
depending tooth 62A is such that when the shaft tween
the two keys, and having one arm underly
35 is shifted to one of its positions the flange ing the roller 205 of the plus key, while its other
60 is disposed on one side of the tooth 62A and
end underlies the upper arm of bell crank 223.
when the shaft is shifted to its other position, Depression of either key rocks the arm to prevent
the flange is disposed on the other side of said 30 depression of the other key.
tooth. The depending tooth 62A is of sufficient
Add key
length so that the shift of the shaft 35 from one
position to the other can only be made while the
A special key 250 (Figure 10), designated as
slot 60A of the flange is in radial alignment with
the "add key," is provided to control the various
the tooth 62A. This condition being fulfilled 35 mechanisms in the performance of addition.
only at full cycle position, it is obvious that the Said key 250 is pivoted at 25 to a lever 252 pivot
shaft f35 and the reversing pin carried thereby ed at 253 and normally held in its elevated posi
can be shifted only at such time.
tion by a spring 256. The upper end of the key
Since the accumulator and counter actuators
stem is provided with a notch 255 adapted to en
- must be necessarily arranged to rotate in the same 40 gage the cover plate upon depression of said key
direction or opposite directions from each other,
to temporarily retain it in operative position.
a manually reversing means has been provided
The Spring 256, being angularly tensioned be
therebetween. This manual setting is accom

plished through longitudinal movement of a lever
f50 (Figure 3) which, through a worm cam pro
vided on its lower extremity, slides a shaft 5
laterally. This displacement, through a fork 52,
positions a gear f53 to operate either direct or
through the idler gear 3A. This mechanism is
fully disclosed in the Friden Patent 1,643,710.
Plus and minus keys

Selectively operable, manual means are pro
vided for controlling the engagement and direc
tion of the drive. The means for manually con

trolling rotation in the forward direction com
prises a plus key 200 (Figure 2) supported on a

frame 20l. This frame is supported on one end of

tween the lower extremity of the key and a fixed
portion of the machine, also tends to rock the key
into latching position.
The rear end of lever 252 is bifurcated and en

gages a pin 260 on a pitman 26 driven by the
machine and Operated, when raised into opera
tive position by the depression of key 250, to re
lease the keys by contacting the gate 254 near
the end of each cycle of operation. The opera
tion of this pitman in releasing the depressed
keys is fully disclosed in the patent to Friden
Number 1,643,710, dated September twenty-sev

enth 1927.

Depression of the key 250 also disables the

automatic carriage shift mechanism through
means Will be described hereinafter.

a pair of parallel links 202 which are connected
Carriage shifting mechanism
together at their opposite ends by a link 203 and 60
The accumulator carriage 400 (Figure 5) is
are pivoted intermediate their ends to the plate
20. Tensioned spring 204 tends to hold the plus
slidably mounted on a trackway 500 under which
key in its elevated position. The frame 20 carries is arranged mechanism for manually or auto
a roller 205 which extends through an aperture in matically shifting this carriage in either direc
the plate 2 0 and abuts the forward vertical end 65 tion. This carriage shifting mechanism includes
2OB of the control link 20 (Figures 1 and 2).
a plate 502 pivoted at 50 and having a notch 503
Due to the manner in which the frame is mounted in its upper end embracing a pin 504 which is
upon the parallel links, depression of the plus bar moved laterally to shift the carriage by rocking
causes the roller to be moved downwardly and
the plate to One side of its pivot or the other.
to the rear, rocking the control plate in a counter 70 For this purpose a link 5.50 is provided, adapted
clockwise direction to effect engagement of the
to be reciprocated in the appropriate direction
main clutch in the manner hereinbefore set forth.
by the driving motor. This link is designed to
The manual means for controlling reverse en
impart a quickly accelerated motion to the car

gagement of the drive comprises a minus key 220,

riage through approximately the first half of its

slidably mounted on the intermediate plate 2 to 75 step of movement, whereupon the acquired mo

4.
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and are provided with spring 55A urging them
mentum is sufficient to complete the shift. The

construction Which makes this possible has the
additional advantage of permiting idle movement
of the link in the event of a locking of the car
riage mechanism, thus preventing a jam.

5

The link. 550 is slidably mounted by pin and

carriage shift clutch at the proper time in auto

matic multiplication and automatic division op
erations. Automatic carriage shifting always oc
curs at the end of an additive rotation of the ac
tuator, in automatic multiplication immediately
after the last successive addition in each denomi
national order, and in automatic division at the

slot connection 55i and 552 to stationary por
tions of the machine and is provided adjacent
plate 502 with a cut out portion through which
pass pivot rod 50 and a pin 553 fixed to plate
502. Pivotally mounted on link 5.50 at 554 are
spring shift bars 555 abutting opposite sides of
pin 553 and normally maintained vertical by

compression spirings 553 disposed between oppo
site anchors on link 5.50 on link bars 555, pressing
said bars against a lug 557 and 550.
The right end of link. 550 is provided with

to clutch disengaging position.
Automatic control of carriage shifting
Automatic means are provided for engaging the

end of the additive rotation which corrects the
Overdraft in each denominational order. The

5

notches 560 and 560A cooperating with periph
eral cams 564 and 56A and driven by carriage
shift clutches 562 and 562A, respectively, to re
ciprocate link 5.50 to the right or left, depending
upon the clutch selected for operation. The pe

ripheral cams 56 and 56 A are provided with
notches 550A and 550B (Figure 17), respectively,

shift clutch releasing means is, therefore, ar
ranged to be driven with the actuator in additive
rotation, and controlled from the appropriate ma
chine function control. A tripping finger 580
(Figures 7 and 17) is therefore arranged on the
right hand end of shaft 58 which extends
through the sleeve carrying the counter transfer
drun and is connected through an intermediate
gear of the actuator drive train. Regarding the

machine from the right side thereof, it will be

which underlie link 5.50 when the clutches are in 25 observed that the actuator rotates in a counter

clockwise direction for addition. It will thus be
seen that in additive rotation of the actuator the .
tripping finger, 580 is rotated in a clockwise di

full cycle position, permitting either cam to oper

ate link 5.50 without interference from the other.

As the link 5.50 is reciprocated to the right or
left by one of the cams, one of the springs 556
(Figure 5) is slightly compressed due to the in
ertia of the carriage and shifting mechanism,

rection.
30

as the actuator approaches full cycle position and

but as the carriage is started in motion, it ex

for pivotal oscillation by its control member 596
to bring it in and out of the path of the trip fin

pands, accelerating the carriage sufficiently to
carry it a full step, although the link 5.50 moves

only about a half step distance. In the event 35
that the carriage is locked against movement the

spring 556 will merely be farther compressed, as

the bar 555 moves about its pivot 554 during re
ciprocation of link 530 and no jam will ensue.
The construction and Operation of the two
shift clutches, being substantially identical, only
one will be described, except in touching on their
differences. The cam. 56, driven by clutch 562,
shifts the carriage to the right and the shift
clutch is controlled by key 570 (Figure 5),
while can 56 A driven by clutch 562A shifts
the carriage, to the left, and this clutch is con
trolled by key 57 OA. These keys are relatively
arranged, not With respect to the actual direction
of the carriage shift, but with respect to the
direction of denominational shift, as indicated
by the usual pointer aSSociated with the coun
ter and which moves oppositely from the car
riage. Operation of the right hand key 50A,
therefore, moves the carriage into a lower de

nominational position, while operation of the

l3ft hand key 570 moves the carriage into a
higher denominational position.
Both clutches are of the same pawl and ratchet
type as the main clutch O heretofore described,
and are mounted on and driven by shaft 563

geared to the main drive Shaft OO. Clutch 562A

is controlled by a clutch control lever 566A (Fig

ture 6) corresponding to the main clutch control
lever 5, shown in Figure 1. This shift control
lever 566A is pivoted at 567 and has a hooked
Shaped upper end 568A adapted to be engaged

by a pin 539A carried on the lower extremity of
the key 50A which key is pivoted at 57 t and

A trip slide 582 (Figures 7 and 17) is arranged
to be vertically reciprocated by the trip finger 580

ger 580 by means of the lower pin and slot con
nection 583 through which it is supported on the

machine frame. A spring 584 tensioned between
the machine frame and the lower arm Of the

member 582 tends to oscillate it in a clockwise
direction and carries it out of the path of the trip
finger. A locking member 585 pivoted at 586 has
a laterally bent end portion 587 adapted to latch
behind a tooth 588 of the trip slide 582 to retain
Such slide in an active position in the path of
tooth 580 until the shift clutch is actuated. The
tail 589 of the latch member cooperates with each.
of juxtaposed cams 590 fixed to the shift clutch

55

housings (see also Fig. 5). On rotation of One of
the shift clutch housings its respective cam causes
the latch member to be rotated in a clockwise di
rection, bringing the laterally bent ends
against the cam face 59 of the trip slide and
positively camming it out of the path of the tooth
580 to prevent a second actuation of the shift
clutch. Spring 592 tensioned between the frame
and the latch lever 585 tends normally to retain it

in a position to engage the rear of tooth 588.
A control shaft 595, journaled in the side frame
of the machine, carries a depending lever 596
having a laterally bent end portion 597 lying in

60

contact with the lower forward edge of the trip
Slide 582. The lower end 597 of the lever 596,
when moved rear Wardly by means of the control
shaft 595, moves the trip slide 582 into its effective
position where it is held by member 585. This
control shaft is oscillated at the proper time in
the automatic computations hereinafter described
to initiate carriage shifting.
The shift clutch trip slide 582 carries a pin 593
(Figures 7, 17, 18, and 20) adapted on reciproca
tion of the slide to operate one of the clutch con
trol levers 566 and 566A, depending on the posi
tion of the shift clutch control interponent 576
which is pivoted at 576A to a strap 576B jour

urged to its upward position by a spring 573A 70
tensioned between an intermediate position on
the key lever and a stud on the machine frame
provided therefor. Both clutch control evers
are provided with tails 574 and 57 4A for auto
naled on shaft 576C so that the said interponent

natic operation, as will be hereinafter described, 75 is capable of horizontal movement to Select one or
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the other clutch control levers for Operation upon
vertical movement of said interponent. A
T-shaped head 576D on the interponent 576 is
adapted in one position to overlie the tail 57 4A

registers the quotient in the revolution counter,
Shifting of the division lever 600 starts the actu
ator in the subtractive direction and it acts to

subtract the selected decimal multiple of the
divisor from the dividend, registering the num

of the clutch control lever 566A and in its other
position to overlie the tail. 574 of the clutch con

ber of subtractions in the Counter, until an

trol lever 566. The T-shaped head 576D is
formed with a lateral extension which is adapted

to be operated by pin 593 in either position of the
interponent. Reciprocation of the shift clutch
trip slide 582 therefore oscillates the head 576D
of the interponent and the contiguous tail of one
of the shift clutch control levers, depending upon

overdraft occurs, which operates controls which
effect a reversal of the actuator without effecting

O

the lateral adjustment of the interponent. One

Or the other of the shift clutches is thereby en
gaged for a cycle of operation, shifting the car
riage one step to the right or left.
The means for effecting lateral adjustment of
the interponent 576 to control the direction of
this automatic shift comprises a manually oper
ated lever 57 pivoted to the frame at 577A and
having a lower portion lying adjacent and to the
left of a vertical forward portion 576E of inter
ponent 576. The shift control lever 577 is mov
able horizontally between stops 577B and a con
pression spring 5TC disposed between the lever

20

riage shift clutch and all the mechanism is con

and a point on the frame tends to maintain it in

machine and its upper end is brought toward

A spring 5.6F, tensioned between the tail of
30

base of the machine and the main division slide.

A short pin and slot connection 603A connects

tained operates the tail 514 oscillating lever 56S

the supplemental division slide to the division

and engaging shift clutch 562 shifting the car

It will be noted that the directional adjustment

tion of the denominational shift indicated by the
relative movement of the counter indicator to the
carriage as in the case of the shift key and not in
the direction of the shift of the carriage.

As a safety factor to prevent damage to the
tion of the clutch control mechanism, the slide

machine in the event of misoperation of a por
582 (Figure 17) has been made in two parts con
nected in slidable relation with one another by

operation. By this motion it moves the main
slide 603 toward the rear of the machine against
the force of a spring 604 tensioned between the

piece of the shift switch lever 577 is in its left
most position, it is free to do so. An automatic
shift initiated while this adjustment is main

of the shift clutch lever corresponds to the direc

the front of the machine to initiate a division

division slide 602 and the supplemental division

lying control lever tail 574 and when the finger

riage one step to the right. When the shift
switch lever is moved to its right hand position,
however, the head of interponent 576 is moved
to its position contiguous to control lever tail
574.A. An automatic shift initiated while this ad
justment is maintained will operate tail 574.A os
cillating lever 566A and engaging shift clutch
562A shifting the carriage one step to the left.

disengagement of the actuator clutch. The cycle
immediately following upon the overdraft cycle
therefore corrects the overdraft, and a control
exerted during this cycle acts to disengage the
actuator clutch in full cycle position, and to
engage the carriage shift clutch for a single
cycle. The carriage shift clutch, in terminating
its cycle of operation, actuates controls to re
engage the actuator clutch and again drive the
actuator in a subtractive direction. This tour
of operation repeats itself successively in con
secutive denominational orders until the carriage
reaches home position, when a special control
intervenes to prevent engagement of the car

sequently brought to rest with all controls re
Stored to their normal position.
The automatic division control lever 600 (Fig
ure 11) is pivoted at 60 to the side wall of the

eihter adjusted position.

interponent 576 and member 879 tends to move
the head of the interponent to its position over
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lever so that this slide follows the movement of
the division lever in both directions. The main
40

division slide is, however, connected to the
division lever by a longer pin and slot connection

602A, .

This longer pin and slot connection 602A is so
arranged that the main division slide will be
pushed to the rear by a forward rocking of the
division lever but will not be returned by the

restoration of the division lever to inoperative po
sition. A pair of latching pawls 605 and 606 are
pivoted side by side on the side frame of the ma
chine at 607. The heads of both these pawls co
operate with a notch 602B in a widened portion
of the main division slide into which they are
pressed by their individual springs 608 and 609
compressed between the forward portion of the re
spective pawls and an extension of the side frame.
By this means, the main division slide 602 is
latched in the rear position to which it is forced
by an operation of the division lever 600 until

means of the pin and slot connections 583. They
are normally held in their extended position by a
compression spring 582A in such a manner that the two latching pawls 605 and 606 are concur
the compression spring takes the load applied at if : rently raised.
Adjacent its rear end, the main division Slide
the top of the slide 582 by rotation of the tooth
580 and transmitted by the bottom portion of
602 has a camming bend 602C which cooperates
said slide to effect engagement of one of the shift with a notch in the shaft 65 to shift the shaft
clutches. Due to this two part construction, it is
laterally on a movement of the slide. Shifting
evident that misoperation or a jain in the clutch iii of this shaft operates the shifting fork 6f 6 (Fig
control mechanism will meerly result in a corn
ures 17 and 19) fixed adjacent its opposite end

pression of spring 582A instead of a probably se
rious bending of the several parts.
Automatic division

Automatic division is performed in the pres

ent machine upon entry of the factors in the
usual manner, positioning the carriage and shift

ing the division lever into its forward position
whereupon a sequence of operations ensues which

which controls the engagement of a clutch 6i
for a purpose presently to be described.
Spaced from its rear end the main division slide

602 carries a laterally extending pin 613, the

remote end of which lies directly in front of a
vertical portion 227A (see Figure 2) of the link

which controls the actuator reversing gear.
Rearward motion of the slide 602, then, serves to
move the link 227 and place the gear control in

V
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position to cause subtractive rotation of the actu

47 on a plate 648 (see Figure 12), fixed on the

ator.

left end of the actuator shaft. This engage

Concurrently, the bell crank 223 (Figure 2)
attached to the forward end of link 227 is rocked,
and the upper arm carrying roller 225 is moved
downwardly, the roller being carried downwardly

ment taking place while the actuator is still un
ten including lever 637, link 639, bellcrank 40,
and shaft 35, to positively carry the pin 34
der drive in the negative direction drives the sys

and toward the rear of the machine in the same

out of its seat in gear 32 and into its seat in

nanner as when actuated by the minus bar. In
this motion it rocks control plate 20 (Figure 1)

gear 3 just as the actuator reaches full cycle

to cause engagement of the main actuator clutch
0. This mechanism is locked in this position
for the duration of the division operation by the
latches holding the main division slide in its rear
Ward position. The actuator, being thus set in
motion, rotates continuously, subtracting the
divisor or its decimal multiple from the dividend
in the accumulator carriage at each successive

()

position and against the force of Spring 2
which is compressed in this operation, rendering
unnecessary a reiease of link 22 which nor
mally controls the position of pin 34, and also
controls the main actuator clutch. Thus the ac

5

tuator is reversed without disengaging the main
clutch and enters upon an additive cycle.

Pressure on the linkage system above outlined

is at once relieved upon reversal of the actuator
but a reseating of the pin 34 in the gear f32

rotation until an overdraft occurs. In an over

under pressure of spring 42 is prevented by the
displacement of the seats and reversal in half

draft operation, due to the tens carrying mecha
nism, all effective numeral wheels to the left of
those actuated are operated from their normal
Zero registration to a nine registration.
The movement of the familiar tens carrying
mechanism of the machine in this operation is

cycle position is prevented by the mechanism
shown in Figure 4 and described hereinbefore.
At the end of a single cycle of additive rotation
the actuator is arrested in full cycle position by

utilized to control the reversal of the actuator

5

to effect a correction of the Overdraft. This

disengagement of the main clutch and spring

42 is permitted to reseat pin 34 in its seat in

mechanism comprises carrying levers 425 (Figure
12) normally latched in their forward position
as shown, but adapted to be tripped to and re
siliently latched in their rearward position by

gear 32.

transit from Zero to nine. Abutting directly be
hind the carry lever 425 of the numeral wheel co
operating with the next to the last carrying order
of the actuator toward the left, is a lever 630 (see :
also Figure 16) pivoted to the nachine frame at
63. The pivot 63 permits movement of the lever
630 in a vertical plane when a carry lever 425 is

stroke of the automatic division lever 600. This

Means are provided whereby the tail piece 633

(Figures 3 and 16) normally held in inoperative

position as shown, is rocked to operative posi
tion overlying the tail 634 upon an operative

the luff 26 of the numeral wheel in a direct

tripped. Pivoted for movement in a horizontal

plane to the end of the lever at 632 is a bifur

5

portion 653A of a slide 653, holds the upper
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cated tail piece 633. This tail piece is movable on its
pivot by means under control of the main divi
sion slide presently to be described in connection
with the means for terminating the additive cor
rective operation, and in its operative position
overlies the foot 634 of a vertical lever 635 pivoted

sequently the tail piece 633, are normally main
tained in inoperative position by a spring 65B
which urges the slide 653 to the left as shown

in Figure 3. The opposite end of the slide 653

is provided with a cam face 653C (see also Fig
ure 10A) which when the slide 653 is in incpera

which is pivoted to the machine frame at 63.
Pivoted to the lever 637 at 638 is a depending
link 639, the lower end of which engages one arm

tive position lies in the path of a depending
arm 602E of the main division slide 602. It is

of a bell crank 640 pivoted to a standard 64 on

obvious, then, upon rocking the automatic divi
sion lever 600 to its operative position, the rear
ward movement is such that the main division
slide 602 thereby will, through the depending

the machine frame. The upper arm of the bell
crank 640 operates against a collar 642 on the
shaft 35 in Such a manner that rocking of the
bell crank brought about by downward pressure :5

arm 602E, cam the slide 653 to the right as

on link 639 shifts the shaft 35 so that it carries

shown in Figure 3, and move the lever 650 and
consequently the tail piece 633 into operative

its pin 34 into engagement with the gear 3

position.
As indicated in dotted lines in Figure 12, the

which serves to drive the actuator in the additive

direction. This shift is positively brought about
by means driven from the actuator and controlled
by the numeral wheels in an overdraft operation.
In an overdraft Operation the carrying lever
425 of the controlling denominational Order is

actuator disc of next lower order from that carry

ing the cam surfaces 657 and 658 is notched to

permit transverse movement of lever 650 from

operative to inoperative position. Means are pro
vided to insure positioning of the lever 650 in
either operative or inoperative position upon ro
tation of the actuator. A plate 650B (Figures
12 and 16) Secured to the shaft 6 is provided

with two notches intermediate exterior liniting
()

operations occur just before the actuator reaches

its full cycle position and their result is to pro
ject the end of pin 645 into a position where it
will be engaged by a specially formed cam face

portion of the lever 559 against the vertical por
tion 653A of the slide 653 in such a manner that

the upper portion of lever 650 follows the move
ment of the slide 653. The lever 650, and con

at 636 (see also Figure 3), on a second lever 63

rocked to the rear carrying with it the lever 630
and depressing its tail piece 633. This depresses
the foot, 634 of the vertical lever 635, rocking
said lever against the pressure of spring 635A
to depress a pin 645 slidably arranged in a socket
in the upper end of lever 637 and arranged to be
retained in either of the two adjusted positions
by a spring pressed ball indicated at 646. These

is controlled by a lever 650 doubly pivoted for
universal movement at 65f the upper end of
which is disposed between the bifurcated end of
a tail piece 633. A spring 652, tensioned between
the upper portion of this lever 650 and a vertical

arms formed thereon, said lever 650 being aligned
with the respective notches when in operative
and inoperative position. Intermediate the two
notches a beveled point is provided to positively
can the lever 650 to one or the other side of
the notched actuator disc in the event that the

5

nose of said lever is positioned in the notch in

2,802,082
said disc upon rotation thereof. The left hand
notch in plate 650B, as viewed from the right
in Figure 16, is of greater depth to permit oscil
lation of lever 650 when in operative position

7

immediately to the rear and in contact with a

by means to be described hereinafter, and said
notch serves as a . guide for said lever in the
rearward Oscillation thereof.

5

depending portion 27 6A of the slide 275, The
Other arm of the bellcrank 277 is provided with
a camming face 277A disposed in the path of
the depending portion 602E of the main auto
natic division slide 602. It is obvious that a
rearward movement of the main division slide

In its operation position the lever 650 is ar
ranged to effect a temporary disengagement of

-602 to initiate a problem in automatic division
will result in a rocking of the bell crank 277,

the main clutch at the end of an additive rota O thereby releasing the add key in the manner
described above.

tion of the actuator caused by an overdraft reg

istration. To accomplish this, the upper portion
of the lever 650 lies in the path of the cam 656
(see also Figure 13) carried on one of the actu
ator segments. The end of the camming mem

Automatic control of carriage shift during
division

5

ber which approaches the lever during subtrac

tive rotation of the actuator, Carries a side bevel
657 which acts to move the lever 650 aside with
out tripping it, but the end which approaches

Means are provided for automatically engag
ing the proper carriage shift clutch upon dis

engagement of the main actuator clutch, Since

in automatic division the direction of carriage
shift must always be from right to left, means

the lever in additive rotation of the actuator 20 are provided under control of the main division
carries a can face 658 which acts to rock the
slide 602 for moving the selecting interponent

lever 650 about its vertical pivot lifting its tail
one end of a double lever system 680 (Figure 3)
expediently pivoted in the machine, the other

576 over clutch lever tail 574.A, regardless of the
before set forth, the positioning of main division

659. This tail underlies and thus acts to lift

adjustment of shift control lever 577. As herein

25

end of which lies in an aperture in the rear

move shifting fork St 6 into position to engage
the restart clutch 67. The shifting fork is pro
vided with a depending portion 6f 6A (Figure 17)
lying adjacent the left side of an upstanding
30 pcrtion 576G of the interponent 576. But, upon
a Setting of the main division slide, the rear end
of interponent 576 will be moved to its right
hand position overlying clutch lever tail 57 4A
and each subsequent reciprocation of trip slide
582 will cause engagement of the clutch 562A,
shifting the carriage one step to the left.
Means are provided whereby the trip slide 582
is reciprocated automatically upon disengage

ward end of the actuator clutch control link
2. The lift exerted on the one end of the

double lever system 660 causes a corresponding
lift at the other end, raising the clutch control
link 2 clear of pin 9 on the actuator clutch

control bellcrank

slide 602 (Figures 10 and 19) shifts shaft 65 to

5. Thus released, the bell

crank f5 at once contacts the clutch housing
f 2 under urge of spring 8, and as the clutch
reaches full cycle position the foot fill enters
the aperture in the clutch housing and disen
gages the clutch, locking the actuator in full
cycle position. During the additive rotation just
completed, a cam 648A (Figure 12) formed on
of the main actuator clutch. A lever 6TO
plate 648 acts
to restore pin 645 to its normal 40 ment
(igure 5) pivoted at 67 on a rigid member de
inoperative
position.
pendent from the carriage track has an angular
tail portion 672 overlying the clutch control link
Automatic add-key release
2 and a nose overlying rocking pawl 605 and
As mentioned hereinbefore, proper functioning
of the automatic division mechanism is impos 4. the nose 64 of a lever 673 on control shaft 505
(See also. Figure 10). It will be noted in Figure
sible while the add key 250 (Figure 10) is main
10 that although the nose 674, slidably mounted
tained in its depressed position. Therefore
the lever 673 and controlled by the bell-crank
means have been provided for automatically re on
65, is normally held out of the path of the lever
leasing said depressed add key, said release being
670 by a spring 675C, means are provided whereby
controlled by the rocking of the automatic divi 50 movement
of the supplementary division slide 603
sion lever 600 to its operative position. This is
to operative position will, through its lateral ex
accomplished by means of a horizontal slide 275

tension 603B riding the can face 675B, rock said
bell crank 675 counter-clockwise, thereby posi

(Figure 10) slidably supported in the machine

by pin and slot connections 276, the forward
end of which is provided with a cam face 275B
which lies immediately to the rear of a laterally
projecting pin 250A on the lower extremity of
the add key 250 in such a manner that a for
ward movement of said slide will result in a
clockwise oscillation of said depressed key about
its pivot point 251, thereby releasing the notch
255 from the supporting plate and permitting
the cam face 275B to force the pin and conse
quently the key to its elevated position. The
spring 256 also aids in raising the key 250 and
may, as a matter of fact, be entirely instrumen
tal in raising the key if the division lever 600 is
rocked slowly to its operative position. The slide
275 thereafter being held underneath the pin

prevents depression of the key during the course

of a division operation. The necessary forward
movement of the slide 275 is effected through
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Wise and its nose depresses lever 673 rocking con
trol shaft 595 to trip the automatic carriage shift

control mechanism hereinbefore set forth.

Toward the end of the cycle of operation of

5

()

the counter-clockwise oscillation of a bell crank

277 (Figure 10A) pivotally mounted on the ma
chine base at 278, one arm of which is disposed

tioning said nose 674 to underlie the lever 670.
When the control link 2? (Figure 1) is raised to
arrest the actuator at the end of a corrective
additive rotation, the pawl 670 is rocked clock

5

the carriage shift clutch 562A, cam 680 (Figure
17), rigid with cam 56 A driven by said clutch,
rocks its cooperating arm 68 to reengage the
main clutch. This arm is journaled on a shaft
682 on the opposite end of which is fixed an arm
683 underlying the pin 684 (Figure 1) on the
actuator clutch control bell crank if 5. Move
ment of the arm 63 f is normally ineffective, but
a Setting of the main division slide 602 operates

shifting fork 66 moving the clutch member st
(Figures 5 and 19) into engagement, with a
complementary clutch face 6 TB, fixed to arm
68 and clutches it to the shaft so that when it
is rocked by can 680 the clutch bell crank 5

8
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control of a multipler clear key 7 to term
nate the calculation at the end of any cycle of
the actuator and before completion of a tour of

will be rocked to reengage the actuator clutch,
Said clutcl ball crank
is then latched by the

recngagement of the pin (9 in the notched end

operations. The clear key 38 is provided to re
lease any depressed multiplier key as disclosed
in detail in the patent to Avery et al. Number

of control link 2 f. This tour of operations is

repeated in each denominational order until the
carriage reaches its extreme left hand position,
Means are provided for terminating the cal
culation at the end of a tour of operations if the
carriage is in its extreme left hand position.
Pawl 690 (Figure 5) pivoted at 69 has a nose
overlying both latches 605 and 606 which it trips
concurrently completely releasing the main divi

2,022,103, issued on November 26, 1935. The stem
of the multiplier clear key is provided with a pin

625 (Figure 11) overlying one end of a lever 62

10

pivoted to the side wall of the machine at 627.
The other end of this lever has a laterally bent
portion 626A lying in a wide inctch in latch 605.
Depression of the multiplier clear key rocks the
lever 626, raising latch 605 and provided latch

Sion slide 602 so that it may be returned to inop
erative position by its spring 604 to terminate a
calculation. A link 692 connects the tail of lever 15 696 has been released by return of lever 600, this
acticn will completely "release slide 602, termi
690 with one end of a finger 693 pivoted at 694
nating the calculation. This last releasing
and positioned to project through an aperture
means of the latch 605 is only used, however,
in the carriage track into contact with the under
When the nachine has been mis-operated, as
side of the carriage, in which direction it is urged
by spring 695. The aperture is so positioned that 20 when the division lever has been pulled while no

the carriage covers it and blocks the rise of the
finger except when the carriage is in its extreme
left hand position. The lower end of the finger
also carries a pivoted latch 696 which projects
through a slot in plate 697 depending from the
lower side of the carriage track 500 and is urged
into latching position against the lower end of
said slot by a spring 698 tensioned between an
intermediate portion of the latch and a depend
ing plate 69.
The nose of the latch overlies the actuator
clutch control link 2 and is therefore raised

factCrs are Set in the machine, in which case

25

it operates continuously in the subtractive direc
tion, and no other means is effective to arrest it.
Complementary quotient arresting mechanism
Means have been provided whereby the auto
matic division mechanism will be arrested by the

subsequent carriage shift following the comple

tion of the cycle of operations in each denomina

30 tional order of the calculation in the event that

the machine has been set to register a comple
mentary quotient. This is accomplished through

at the conclusion of each corrective additive rota
tion when the actuator clutch is disengaged. If
the carriage is out of its extreme left hand posi 35
tion, the finger 693 is unable to rise under urge
of spring 695 and the latch therefore merely falls
back without effect. If, however, the carriage
is in its extreme left hand position, the spring
moves the finger through the aperture and Con 40
currently moves link 692 to the right, rocking
lever 690 and depressing the underlying tails
of latches 605 and 606, thus completely releasing
the main division slide 602, which returns to its
inoperative position terminating the calculation. 45
The carriage shift trip slide 582 is, as usual,
tripped to its operative position by lever 60 but
is returned to inoperative position (see Figure 7)

before being actuated by the action of cam face
602D On the main division slide 602 which de

presses pin 622 on the trip slide latching mem
ber 585, depressing this lever and positively (wn
ming the slide 582 to its inoperative position

50

means of a mennber 60 (Figures 3, 11 and 17)

which is slidably and rotatably supported in the
machine at its lower end by pin and slot connec
tion 60A and provided on its upper end with a
horizontal portion, which is held by spring 6 OC
in contact with the edge of a second member 6
against which it slides during an operation. The
member 6f is pivotally mounted at 6 A and by
its contact with the periphery of the reversing
shaft 5 is adapted to normally hold the hori
ZOntal portion of the member 60 out of operative

position. As described hereinbefore, the shaft
5f is shifted laterally to effect a reversal of the
counter actuator so that it will rotate in the same

direction or in the opposite direction from the
accumulator actuator. As seen in Figure 3, a
shift of the shaft 5 to the left will result in its
rotating in the same direction as the accumu

lator actuator, which, in the present instance,

will effect registration of a complementary quo
tient.

Spaced from one of its ends, the shaft 5 is
Manually controlled means are provided for
provided with a depression 5A into which the
terminating a calculation prior to its completion.
rear edge of the member 6 will be disposed
The calculation may be terminated at the con
when said shaft is shifted to its extreme left or
clusion of the tour of operation in any denomi
quotient position. The slot 5A
national Order by manual return of the division . complementary
of shaft 5 is provided with a gradual approach
lever 600 to its incperative position at any time
during the tour of operations. This carries the f0. So that a shift of shaft 5 to its extreme left po
sition results in a counterclockwise rotation of
Supplementary division Slide 603 (Figure 11) to
the member 6 (Figure 17) about its pivot 6 A
its forward position and a can face 603C formed
thereby permitting spring 6 OC to move the hori
thereon acts on a lug 606A formed on a latch
Zontal portion of the member 60 into operative
member 606 to release said latch from the notch
602B in the main division slide. The main divi 65 position. In its operative position the horizontal

sion slide is, however, maintained in its operative
position by latch 605 until the end of the tour of
operations when it is tripped by the rocking of
the Overlying lever 670 the tail of which overlies
actuator clutch control link 2. Tripping of
latch 605 completes the release of the main divi
Sion slide 602 permitting it to return to inoper
ative position and terminating the calculation.
The Second latch 605 may be alternatively re

portion of the member 6f O is sufficiently near

the hooked end 582B of the carriage shift slide
582 so that when said shift slide is rocked coun

ter-clockwise into engagement with the rotating

tooth 580 to initiate a carriage shift, as here
inbefore described, the hooked end 582B will be
rocked into a position overlying the horizontal
portion of the member 60, and the subsequent
dOWinWard movement of the slide 582 will result

leased by manually operated means under the 75 in a similar downward movement of the mem
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ber 60. The lower portion of the member 60
is provided with a lateral extension 6 OB, over
lying the latches 605 and 606 so that said down
ward movement of the member 60 will depress
the tails of said latches, thereby effecting a re
lease of the main division slide 602 and terminat
ing the calculating operation after its comple
tion in one denominational order. However, it
is obvious that if the operator intended to obtain
registration of a complementary quotient, he
may do so through continuous operation by
merely holding the automatic division lever 600
in its forward Operative position, thereby pre
venting the slide 602 from returning to effect
termination of the calculating operation.

slot

9
2 in the slide bar.

O. The side bar

is connected to a rack as disclosed in said patent
which is restrained against movement by a spring,
and which is given a step by step movement by
a tooth integral with the actuator clutch. The

10

slide bar 70 which carries the pin
therefore
is moved one step for each rotation of the actu
ator and, by variably positioning the slide bar
70, a different number of steps of movement are
required before the pin
comes into engage
ment with the stepped face of the slide plate 700.
The next rotation of the actuator after such en

gagement causes the pin 7 to move the slide
plate 700, and thereby disconnect the latch bar
2 from the clutch control lever

5.

Warning bell mechanism

The slide bar 70 is normally held in depressed
position by the Spring T22 connected to the lever

The present machine is provided with a mech
anism for signaling to the operator when the
capacity of the calculating mechanism is ex
ceeded in addition, subtraction, and multiplica

720 which is in turn connected to the slide bar
70. When the slide bar 70 is in its normal de

tion. The signaling means is, however, disabled
during automatic division and its control mecha
nism used as a machine function control in that
operation.
A bell 450 (Figures 3 and 12) suitably mounted

20
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on the side frame is arranged to be sounded

pressed position, the pin T if is in zero position,

that is, one station below the number one position,
in which Zero position it is shown in Figure 10.
With the pin if in this zero position, it may
oscillate through one step of movement, moving
the slide 700 for less than a full step as set forth
in the above-mentioned patent, thus preventing
operation of the trip slide latch.

As can be seen in the Friden Patent Number
by a clapper 45 pivoted to a standard on the
1,643,710, the unit is provided with a series of
machine base and urged to a neutral position by
spring 453. A vertical shoulder push link 45.4 30 keys ranging in value from one to nine, which
serve to position the pin 7 to automatically con
extending through a slotted lug on the clapper
trol the number of revolutions of the actuator.
arm constitutes the operating means therefor.
Depression of the key valued eight, for instance,
The extension 633A of the tail piece 633 of the
will position the pin
in front of the eighth
division reverse control mechanism overlies the

upper end of link 454. This tail piece 633 is piv
oted at its forward end to the vertically pivoted
overcarry lever 630, the forward crosshead of
which lies behind the carry levers 425 cooperating

35

step on the slide plate 700, so that at the end of

the eighth rotation of the actuator the clutch
control link 2 will be raised and the clutch dis

engaged, thereby terminating the operation.
Control of carriage shift during automatic
multiplication
Depression of a multiplier key therefore re

with the last three orders of the actuator. When

the extension 633A of the tail piece 633 is in po
sition overlying the link 454 where it will be
during any problem other than automatic di

vision, an overdraft, or the rocking of the nu-.
meral wheels of the accumulator carriage from
zero to nine, will result, through the tooth 426 45
rocking the transfer lever 425 and tail piece 633
in a downward reciprocation of the link 454.
The bell clapper 45 is therefore oscillated, ring
ing the bell, indicating that a transferred in 50
crement has been lost and that the indicated
registration is therefore incorrect.

Sults in the rotation of the accumulator actuator

the number of times delineated on said key, dur
ing the last rotation of which the plate 700
(Figure 10) is moved to the rear by pin
to
actuate instrumentalities for terminating the cal
culation. It is at this point in the Operation that
it is desired to initiate action of the shift clutch.

For this purpose a member 760 is provided. Said

The calculating machine as shown in the patent

member is pivoted to the plate 700 at 76 and
abuts at the rear end thereof a laterally bent por
tion 762 of a lever 763, depending from the con
trol shaft 595. Rearward motion of the plate 700
will impart a counter-clockwise oscillation to the
control shaft 595, rocking lever 596 (Figure 7)
carried on its opposite end and tripping slide 582
into operating relation relative to tooth 580. As
the actuator reaches full cycle position, this tooth
580 contacts the upper end of slide 582 depress
ing the slide and its pin 593 to raise the selected
shift clutch control arm and engage said clutch.
As the clutch starts, cam 590 rocks the latch

the latch lever 2 to release the clutch control

der the arrested tooth 580 and releases the clutch
control arm 566 so that the shift clutch will be

In automatic division operations, however, the

tail piece 633 (see also Figure 16) is moved so
that its other arm overlies the foot 634 and its

extension 633A is consequently moved from its
position overlying the link 454, thereby render
ing the throwing of the transfer lever 425 in
effective to sound the alarm mechanism during
that operation,
Automatic multiplication.
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to Friden Number 1,643,710, is provided with a
trip slide for tripping or raising the rear end of
lever 5 at the end of a selected, predetermined
number of rotations of the actuator. Movement
of the trip slide 700 serves to raise the rear end
of the latch lever f2 and the trip slide is moved
by a pin T i? (Figure 10) carried by the slide bar
70, which is positioned in variable angular posi

tions, depending upon the predetermined number
which is provided with a pin 72 engaging in a

member 585 camming the slide 582 out fron un

70

of rotations of the actuator, by the lever 720,
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disengaged and arrested in full cycle position at
the end of a single rotation. Upon operation of
the carriage shifting mechanism, means con
trolled thereby act to effect a release of the de
pressed multiplier key. This portion of the
mechanism is fully described in the patent to
Avery and Lerch, Number 2,022,103, dated No
vember twenty-sixth, 1935.
Means are provided under control of the add

O
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key 250 for disabling this shift clutch control
series in the motor circuit, and are mounted in
a suitable insulating block fixed to shaft 80 jour
when said key is depressed. This key 250 is main
naked in the frame. Clockwise oscillation of shaft
tained in depressed position during straight add
ing and subtracting Operations and acts to re
lease the keyboard set-up and to limit the rota
tion of the actuator to a single cycle in either
direction unless a multiplier key is depressed to
perform multiple additions for adding a certain
number to the registered sum a plurality of times.

For this purpose a link 257 (Figure 10) is attached
to the lever 252 and has a foot 258 extending
under pin 72 of the multiplier pin adjusting
mechanism. Depression of the key 250 raises this
link slightly, bringing pin 72 into cooperation

5

80 l is adapted to bring the near contact blade
against abutment 802 to effect a closure of the
contact. One means for producing this OScilla
tion of the shaft comprises a lever 803 fixed to
one end thereof and connected by a push link 804
and Stud 805 to a lever 806. The ever 806 Which

O is fixed to the shaft 807 journaled in the machine,

lies directly behind and in contact with clutch
control bellcrank 5 so that a rocking of this
bellcrank to cause engagement of the actuator
clutch will rock lever 806 rearwardly to effect
with the One step of plate OO so that the plate 5 closure of the circuit through the linkage just de

will be moved during the first rotation of the ac
tuator to cause disengagement of the actuator
clutch. To prevent undesirable operation of the

Scribed.

A Second means for Operating the contact con

prises a lever 80 (Figures 8 and 18) pivoted to
the frame at 8

automatic carriage shift during the performance

of multiple addition, a second link 259 is provided

and supported by Spring 82.

20 One end of this lever has a perforated angular

portion 83 which receives an angled end of shaft
80?, while the other end is provided with a foot
84 underlying arm 85 fixed on One end of shaft

which is adapted to connect the rear end of lever

252 with an intermediate portion of the member

60. Raising of the rear end of lever 252 in
cident to the depression of the key 250 thus raises

820. This shaft 820 supports four members, any

the rear end of member 60 So that When it is 25 one of which may be operated to initiate a na

moved to the rear with plate 700, it will over

chine function, the accumulator clear clutch bell

shoot the laterally bent end 62 of lever 63 so
that the shift clutch is not affected by such rear

crank, the counter clear clutch bellcrank, and the

Ward no Venent.

Each of these is journaled on the shaft 820 and

shift clutch power control levers 830 and 830A.

Since the carriage shifting mechanism, which 30 carries a projection 83, extending into a wider
normally effects release of a depressed multiplier
keyway in the shaft, so that oscillation of any
key during a multiplication operation, is disabled
of these members will effect rotation of the shaft
Without actuating the other members journaled
during depression of the add key 250, it is neces
Sary to provide an alternative means for releas
thereon. Oscillation of shaft 820, by this means,
ing the multiplier key which may be used for 35 depresses arm 85 and foot 84 rocking shaft
effecting repeated addition while the add key is
80 in the proper direction to effect closure of
the contacts.
depressed as described above. The lever 760,
Arm 85 is provided with a hooked extension
which is rocked by depression of the add key, to
disable the multiplier carriage shifting control,
85A which, when said arm is in its depressed
has a hooked front end T36D, adapted to engage 40 position, lies in the path of a lateral portion
86A of the lever 86 fixed to the shaft 8 OT so
over a stud 736C carried by the multiplier key
latching bar, which is not shown. When the key
that it blocks oscillation of shaft 807 and pre
250 is depressed, disabling the carriage shift con
vents actuation of the actuator clutch bell crank
trol and consequently rendering the normal mul
5. Conversely, when the actuator clutch bell
tiplier key releasing means ineffective, the hook 45 crank is rocked to engage the clutch, the shaft
80 is rocked, bringing the lateral portion 8.6A
36D engages over the stud T36C and carries the
multiplier key latching slide to the rear with
of the lever 8? 6 into contact with the underside
plate 700, thereby releasing the depressed multi
of extension 85A of lever 85, thereby blocking
plier key.

OScillation of shaft 820. It will be noted that the

Non-shift key

50 Construction of the levers 85 and 86 in this

connection is such that the least movement of

A
In certaina calculating operations,
it may be

either completely blocks the movement of the

desirable to use the automatic multiplication

other. This effects an interlock between the clear

nechanism. Without the automatic shift feature.

For this purpose a special non-shift key T TO
(Figure 10) has been provided. This is slidably
and pivotally mounted by a slot and stud con
nection TOA and is provided with a notch TT OB
adapted to engage the upper supporting plate,

and a Spring TOC for retaining it in depressed
pOSition. The lower end of the key Sten lies di

rectly over the end of the lever 760, the operation
Of Which has been described hereinbefore. It is

evident that depression of the non-shift key 770

Will rock the lever 760 about its pivot point T61,

thereby disabling the carriage shifting mechanism
during automatic multiplication operations in the
manner described.
Polter control and interlocks

Means are provided for controlling the circuit
Of the driving motor to effect closure thereof,
Only When One of the several machine controls
is functioning. Two normally open, spring

55

and shift keys and the main actuator clutch so

that neither can be operated while the other is
in Operation. Disposed immediately to the rear
and in contact with the pins 569 and 56.9A of the
carriage shift control keys 57 O and 57 OA are a

pair of shift clutch power control levers 830 and
50

830A (Figure 6) which are oscillated to the

rear upon depression of either shift clutch key

thereby rotating the shaft 820 to effect closure
of the electrical contact. After the contact is
made, it is maintained during the remainder of
the cycle of operation of the shift clutch through
In eanS Of an extension 832 of arm 8 O (see also
Figure 8) which underlies the tails 574 and 54A

of the shift clutch bellcrank, which keeps the
lever 80 in its depressed position until said bell
CrankS are again rocked to effect disengagement,
of the clutch. This means is also effective in

maintaining the circuit closed during the shift
ing Operation in automatic multiplication opera
tions; however, in automatic division operations

braced contacts 800 (Figure 1) are connected in 5 the contacts are maintained closed throughout
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the computation by the cam end 692H of the

main division slide which rides over the foot 814

of the contact control lever 80 and maintains

it in depressed position throughout the Opera

tion.

A lock is provided to prevent engagement of
the main clutch while either shift clutch is func
tioning, comprising an arm 860 pivotally mounted

11

plate 850 (Figures 1 and 9) lies directly behind
gate 845, so that rocking of the gate also rocks
plate 850, locking both shift keys against opera

tion.

I claim:

5

on lever 585 at 86 and supported by spring 862

(see Figure 8). Lever 585 is depressed throughout

O

1. In a cyclically operable calculating machine
having registering mechanism, a keyboard com
prising settable keys, and control means operable
to cause the machine to automatically divide an
amount registered in said registering mechanism
by an amount set in said keyboard including a
member adjustable to initiate such operation; the
combination of means settable to arrest operation
of the machine after a single cycle of operation,
adjustable means for setting said arresting means

the operation of either shift clutch by the cam
590 thereby carrying the lug 863 on arm 860
against a square stud 864 carried on arm 85,
rocking the said arm down to block the lever
86 as described in a previous operation, thereby 5
locking the actuator clutch.
During division operations, the restart of the to render the same effective or ineffective selec
actuator clutch must be accomplished somewhat tively, means for latching said adjustable means
in position to render said arresting means effec
before the shift clutch reaches home position.
tive, and means controlled by said member upon
For this purpose a plate 865 (Figure 11) is posi 20 adjustment
thereof to operative position for re
tioned on the main division slide 602 so as to
ride against arm 860 when the slide is operatively leasing said latching means to permit movement
of said adjustable means to a position to render
positioned, forcing the lug 863 to the rear of said
arresting means ineffective.
square stud 864, thereby disabling the lock.
2. In a cyclically operable calculating machine
An interlock is provided to prevent operation 25 having
registering mechanism, a keyboard con
of either shift control lever while the other shift
clutch is operating, comprising a plate 8 (Fig prising settable keys, and control means operable
to cause the machine to automatically divide an
ures 6 and 6A) pivoted at 87 and provided with amount
registered in said registering mechanism
shoulders 872 and 873 underlying control lever
an amount set in said keyboard including a
tail 574 and 57 4A, respectively. The tail 54 is 30 by
member adjustable to initiate such operation; the
provided with a cam surface 874 which, on opera combination
of means settable to arrest operation
tion of a lever, rides against shoulder 872, moving of
the machine after a single cycle of operation,
plate 870 to a position where its shoulder 87
adjustable means for setting said arresting means

underlies the end of tail 57 4A, preventing its

operation. Conversely, operation of lever 566A
places a portion of the tail 54A behind the shoul
der 873, preventing pivotal motion of plate 870

35

to render the same effective or ineffective selec

tively, means for latching said adjustable means
in position to render said arresting means effec
and blocking descent of tail 574 to prevent opera tive, spring means tending to move said adjust
able means to a position to render said arresting
tion of its clutch.
means ineffective, and means controlled by said
An interlock is provided between the clearing 40 member
upon adjustment thereof to operative
keys and the zero multiplier or automatic car
for releasing said latching means to en
riage shift control keys, to permit concurrent position
said spring means.
operation of the two clearing keys, but to lock able
3. In a cyclically operable calculating machine
the shift keys by the operation of either clear having
registering mechanism, a keyboard com
key and conversely to lock both clearing keys
upon operation of either shift key. A locking prising settable keys, and control means operable
plate 850 is pivoted beneath the four keys (see to cause the machine to automatically divide an
Figure 9) between the side frame and a fixed plate amount registered in said registering mechanism
and its edges 85 underlying cam surfaces 852 of by an amount set in said keyboard including a
the clear keys 475 and an edge 853, adjacent edges member adjustable to initiate such operation; the
combination of means settable to arrest operation
854 of the shift keys. The spring 855 tends to
the machine after a single cycle of operation,
hold the plate in vertical position as shown in of
Figure 8. Depression of either of the clear keys adjustable means for setting said arresting means
to render the same effective or ineffective selec
450 or 475 will rock the plate 850, carrying the tively,
means for latching said adjustable means
edge 853 under the body of keys 570 and 57 OA 5 5 in
position to render said arresting means effec
and thus prevent depression of the shift keys
tive, and means controlled by said member upon
while the depression of either shift key Will pre
thereof to operative position for re
vent rocking of plate 850 and thus lock both clear adjustment
leasing said latching means and for adjusting said
keys against depression.
A set of locking arms 840 fixed on shaft 84 f adjustable means to a position to render said
(Figure 2) are operable through arm 842 by a 60 arresting means ineffective.

cam 843 on the actuator shaft to lock the selec

4. In a motor driven cyclically operable cal

culating machine having registering mechanism,
cyclically operable actuating mechanism therefor,
and control devices for connecting said actuat
locking means whenever an automatic operating 65 ing
to said motor including a mem
bar or multiplier key is depressed. A link 844 ber mechanism
adjustable to initiate a polycyclic operation
connects an extension of one of the locking arms
of said actuating mechanism; the combination
840 with a gate 845 pivoted at 846. Carried on a
of means settable to arrest operation of said actu
downward extension 847 (Figure 9) of gate 845
ating mechanism after a single cycle of Opera
is a stud 848, over which lies the notched rear
tion, means comprising a settable key for Setting
end of a link 849 connected at its forward end to
the control plate. Depression of an operating key said arresting means to render the same effec
and means controlled by said member upon
rocks this plate as hereinbefore set forth, rocking tive,
adjustment thereof to operative position for re
the gate and moving the locking arm 840 to lock leasing
key from Set position.
ing position. An extension 856 of the locking 5 5. In said
a cyclically operable calculating machine
tion in the drum while it is out of full cycle posi
tion. Means are also provided for actuating this

12
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having registering mechanism, a keyboard con
prising settable keys, and control means Oper
able to cause the machine to automatically divide
an amount registered in said registering mech
anism by an amount set in said keyboard includ
ing a member adjustable to initiate such Opera

tween the automatic multiplication mechanism

and said devices adapted to be rendered effective

whereby carriage shifting will be initiated as an
5

tion; the combination of means settable to arrest

incident to automatic multiplication operations,
spring means for rendering said connection ef

fective, adjustable means for rendering said con

nection ineffective, a normally ineffective con

nection between said automatic division mecha
operation of the machine after a single cycle of
nism and said devices, means controlled by said
operation, adjustable means for setting said
arresting means to render the same effective or 0 member upon adjustment thereof to operative
ineffective selectively, means for latching said position for rendering said last Inentioned con
nection effective, whereby carriage shifting will
adjustable means in position to render Said
be initiated as an incident to automatic division
arresting means effective, spring means tending
operations, and means controlled by said member
to move said adjustable means to a position to
render said arresting means ineffective, and 5 upon adjustment thereof to operative position
for enabling Said Spring means.
means controlled by said member upon adjust
9. In a calculating machine having a keyboard,
ment thereof to operative position for releasing
a carriage shiftable with respect thereto, regis
said latching means to enable said spring means,

tering mechanism carried by said carriage, car
said member controlled means comprising means
operable to adjust said adjustable means to a 20 riage shifting mechanism, devices for automati
cally initiating operation of said carriage shift
position to render said arresting means ineffec
tive,

6. In a motor driven cyclically operable cal
culating machine having registering mechanism,

ing mechanism, automatic multiplication mech
anism, and automatic division control mecha
nism operable to cause the machine to divide an

cyclically operable actuating mechanism therefor, 25 amount registered in said registering mechanism
by an amount set in said keyboard and to auto
and control devices for connecting said actuat
matically register a plural figure quotient, in
ing mechanism to said motor including a men
cluding a member adjustable to initiate such op
ber adjustable to initiate a polycyclic operation
eration; the combination of a normally effective
of said actuating mechanism; the combination
of means settable to arrest operation of said 30 connection between the automatic multiplication
mechanism and said devices whereby carriage
actuating mechanism after a single cycle of oper
shifting will be initiated as an incident to auto
ation, adjustable means for Setting Said arrest
matic multiplication operations, adjustable
ing means to render the same effective Or in
means for rendering said connection ineffective,
effective selectively, means for latching said ad
justable means in position to render said arrest- 35 means for latching Said adjustable means in po
Sition to render said connection ineffective, a
ing means effective, and means controlled by Said
normally ineffective connection between said
member upon adjustment thereof to Operative
automatic division mechanism and said devices,
position for releasing said latching means to
means controlled by said member upon adjust
permit movement of said adjustable means to a
position to render said arresting means ineffec- 40 ment thereof to operative position for rendering
said last mentioned connection effective, where
tive.
by carriage shifting will be initiated as an inci
7. In a calculating machine having a keyboard,
dent to automatic division operations, and
a carriage shiftable with respect thereto, regis

means controlled by said member upon adjust

tering mechanism carried by said carriage, car
ment thereof to operative position for releasing
riage shifting mechanism, devices for automati- 4 said
adjustable means from said latching means.
cally initiating operation of said carriage shift

10. In a cyclically operable calculating machine
ing mechanism, and control means operable to
having
a keyboard comprising settable keys and
cause the machine to divide an amount regis
means
whereby
the same may be latched in set
tered in Said registering mechanism by an
position; a carriage shiftable with respect to
annount Set on Said keyboard and to automati- 5) said
keyboard, registering mechanism carried by
cally register a plural figure quotient, including a
Said carriage, carriage shifting mechanism, and
member adjustable to initiate such operation;
control means operable to cause the machine to
the combination of means including a control
divide an amount registered in said registering
member adjustable to a position to render said
mechanism by an amount set in said keyboard
devices ineffective, means for latching Said last i5 3. and
to automatically register a plural figure
mentioned member in said position, means con
quotient, including a member adjustable to
trolled by said first mentioned member upon ad
initiate such operation; the combination of
justment thereof to operative position for releas
cyclically
operable devices for releasing the
ing said latch means, and spring means operable
whereby the keys may be latched in set
upon release of said latch means for adjusting C() means
position, adjustable means for rendering said
said control member to a position to render said

devices effective.

cyclically operable devices effective or ineffective,

8. In a calculating machine having a keyboard,
a carriage shiftable with respect thereto, regis

means settable to arrest operation of the ma
chine after a single cycle of operation, adjustable

cally initiating operation of said carriage shift

vices for initiating operation of said carriage
shifting mechanism, adjustable means for ren

means for Setting Said arresting means to render
tering mechanism carried by said carriage, car- C3 the
same effective or ineffective, automatic de
riage shifting mechanism, devices for automati

ing mechanism, automatic multiplication mech
Said automatic devices effective or in
anism, and automatic division control mecha ) dering
nism operable to cause the machine to divide an 0 effective, and means controlled by said member
annount registered in said registering mechanism
by an amount set in said keyboard and to auto
matically register a plural figure quotient, in
cluding a member adjustable to initiate such op

eration; the combination of a connection be - 75

upon movement thereof for adjusting said ad
justable means to render Said cyclically cperable
devices and said arresting means ineffective and
to render said automatic devices effective,

11. In a cyclically operable calculating ma
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hine having registering mechanism, a keyboard

:omprising settable keys and means whereby
he same may be latched in Set position; and
'ontrol means operable to cause the machine to
utomatically divide an amount registered in
aid registering mechanism by an amount Set in

nism by an amount set in said keyboard and to
automatically register a plural figure quotient,
5

aid keyboard, including a member adjustable
0 initiate such operation; the combination of

neans settable to arrest operation of the ma
hine after a single cycle of operation, adjust
able means for setting said arresting means to
ender the Same effective or ineffective selec

3.

O

including a member adjustable to initiate said
operation; the combination of a connection be
tween the automatic multiplication mechanism
and said devices adapted to be rendered effective
Whereby carriage shifting will be initiated as an
incident to automatic multiplication operations,
adjustable means for rendering Said connection.
effective and ineffective, a normally ineffective

connection between Said automatic division.

mechanism and said devices, means controlled
ively, cyclically operable devices for releasing
by said member upon adjustment thereof to ope
he means whereby the keys may be latched in
erative position for rendering said last mentioned
set position, adjustable means for rendering said
connection effective, whereby carriage shifting
3yclically operable devices effective or ineffective, 5 will
be initiated as an incident to automatic divi.
and means controlled by Said member upon move
sion operation, and means controlled by said
ment thereof for adjusting said adjustable means
member upon adjustment thereof to said opera
to render said arresting means and said cyclically
tive position for actuating said adjustable means
Operable devices ineffective.
to render said first mentioned connection effec
12. In a cyclically operable calculating ma 20 tive.
chine having a keyboard comprising settable keys
15. In a motor driven cyclically operable cal
and means whereby the same may be latched in
culating machine having registering mechanism,
set position; a carriage shiftable with respect to
cyclically operable actuating mechanism there
said keyboard, registering mechanism carried by
said carriage, carriage shifting mechanism, and 25 for, and control devices for connecting said actu

atting mechanism to said moto including a hern c.
control means operable to cause the machine to
ber adjustable to initiate a polycyclic operation
divide an amount registered in said registering
of said actuating mechanism; a carriage for said
mechanism by an amount Set in Said keyboard
and to automatically register a plural figure 30 registering mechanism shiftable with respect to
said actuating mechanism, and carriage shifting
quotient, including a member adjustable to
niechanism therefor; the combination of means
initiate such operation; the combination of
settable to arrest operation of the machine after
cyclically operable devices for releasing the
a single cycle of operation, adjustable means for
means whereby the keys may be latched in Set
position, adjustable means for rendering Said 35 Setting Said arresting means to render the same
cyclically operable devices effective or ineffective, effective or ineffective selectively, autoratic de
vices for initiating operation of said carriage
automatic devices for initiating operation of said
carriage shifting mechanism, adjustable means shifting mechanism, adjustable means for ren
dering said automatic devices effective or ineffec
for rendering said automatic devices effective or
ineffective, and means controlled by said mem 40 tive selectively, and means controlled by said
member upon movement thereof for adjusting
ber upon movement thereof for adjusting said
Said adjustable neans to render said arresting
adjustable means to render Said cyclically op
erable devices ineffective and said automatic de
vices Pffective.

means ineffective and to render said autoniatic
devices effective.

13. In a cyclically operable calculating machine
having a keyboard, a carriage shiftable with re
spect thereto, registering mechanism carried by
Said carriage, carriage shifting mechanism, and
automatic division control mechanism operable to
cause the machine to divide an amount registered
in said registering mechanism by an amount set
on said keyboard and to automatically register
a plural figure quotient, including a member ad
justable to initiate such operation; the combina
tion of means settable to arrest operation of the
machine after a single cycle of operation, adjust

16. In a motor driven cyclically operable cal
culating machine having registering mechanisin,
cyclically operable actuating mechanism there

able means for Setting said arresting means to
render the same effective or ineffective selec
tively, automatic devices for initiating operation

of said carriage shifting mechanism, adjustable
neans for rendering Said automatic devices ef
fective or ineffective selectively, and means con

trolled by said member upon movement thereof
for adjusting Said adjustable means to render
Said arresting means ineffective and to render
said automatic devices effective.

14. In a calculating machine having a key
board, a carriage shiftable with respect thereto,
registering mechanism carried by said carriage,
carriage shifting mechanism, devices for auto
matically initiating operation of Said carriage

shifting mechanism, automatic multiplication
mechanism, and automatic division control mech
anism operable to cause the machine to divide

for, and control devices for connecting said actu

atting mechanism to said motor including a mem.
ber adjustable to initiate a polycyclic operation
50 of said actuating mechanism; a carriage for said
registering mechanism shiftable with respect to
said actuating mechanisin, and carriage shifting
mechanism therefor; the combination of means
settable
to arrest operation of the machine after
55
a single cycle of operation, adjustable means for
setting said arresting means to render the same
effective or ineffective selectively, automatic de
vices for initiating operation of Said carriagg
shifting mechanism, adjustable means for rein.
60 dering said automatic devices effective or ineffec
tive selectively, means for latching said adjusta
ble means in position to render said arresting
means effective and to render said automatic

devices ineffective, and means controlled by said
member upon movement thereof for releasing
said latching means.
17. In a motor driven cyclically operable cal
culating machine having registering mechanis,
cyclically operable actuating mechanism there
for, and control devices for connecting said actu
ating mechanism to said motor including a nem
ber adjustable to initiate a polycyclic operation
of Said actuating mechanism; 2. cairiage for Said
registering mechanism shiftable with respect to

an amount registered in said registering mecha- 75 said actuating mechanism, and carriage shifting

4.
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mechanism therefor; the combination of means

settable to arrest operation of the machine after
a single cycle of Operation, adjustable means for
setting said arresting means to render the same
effective Or ineffective Selectively, automatic de
vices for initiating Operation of said carriage
shifting mechanism, adjustable means for ren
dering Said automatic devices effective or ineffec
tive selectively, means for latching said adjusta
ble means in position to render said arresting 10

means effective and to render said automatic

devices ineffective, spring means tending to move
said adjustable means to a position to render
said arresting means ineffective and to render

said automatic devices effective, and means con
trolled by said member upon movement thereof
for releasing said latching means to enable said
spring means.
HAROLD T. AVERY.

